Arise

Words and Music by
Mike Gugielemucci

1. Now is the time to make a stand, to rise up and
2. I can feel something in the air. The Spirit of
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take the promised land. To walk in the favour of our God,
God is surely here, 7 as the church rises up to Hm.
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7 Lift up your eyes to see the King.
The nations they come to sing His praise.
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Up-on you His glory will be seen. 'cause His light,
The lost are found running to His grace, 'cause His light.
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is rising up on you. A-rise,
is shining up on you.
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shine, for the glory of the Lord is up-on.
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A-rise.
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A-rise.

shine. for the glory of the Lord is upon you. A-rise.

A-rise.

A-rise. a-rise. a-rise. a-rise. Church a-rise.

A-rise. Church a-rise. Church a-rise.